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Missing the Message of Babel:
Dismantling Misconceptions
Joseph W. Poulshock
Introduction
This paper is not a proof for the existence of God; it does not decry the processes
of language change throughout time, and though it is about language, it is not specifically
about the origin of language. It is also not an attempt to impose religious dogma on
linguistics, nor is it an endeavor to reinvent and euphemize fringe ideas into the study
of language origins. Though a few of its points may traverse the trivial for some readers,
these details do appeal for more careful scholarship, which is no triviality. For example,
if botanists were to say that references to rain, plants, and sunshine in Chaucer’s
Canterbury Tales show serious delusions in the poet’s understanding of photosynthesis,
then we could say that these guys have missed the point. In the same way, this paper
dispels myths about the Genesis Babel Story, which academic writers, including linguists,
inadvertently advance in their literature. These mis-references often miss the beauty
and appeal of the ancient and profound story — which besides its classical significance
presents a relevant critique of the modern world, human language, and the human
condition. Hence, in this paper I attempt to refresh our understanding of the Babel Story,
clarify popular misunderstandings, and demonstrate its relevance and value to the
modern reader.
Materialist Myths and Misconceptions
The Tower of Babel is a popular, positive, and albeit quaint image in linguistics
and literature, which often symbolizes anything to do with language and its study.
However, it is also frequently the focus of debate, criticism, or incidental jabs by some
scholars. (See Pennock, 1999). Ironically, Jewish and Christian commentators have often
inspired these detractions, an issue we will look at later, but as we shall see, these
dispraises do not necessarily arise from the Babel Story itself. Hence, first we will look
at some main misconceptions about Babel, show how these ideas misinform us, and in
turn how a fairer reading may inform and even instruct us.
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Laying Misconceptions to Rest
Regarding the idea of the special creation of languages, it is important to note
that the Babel text does not use any form of the word “create.” It states “Let us confuse
their language… so the LORD scattered them from there over all the earth” (Genesis
11:7-8, NIV). Hence, the text is not about the “special creation” of languages, like Pennock
(1999) insists, and it is only indirectly about the origin of diverse language groups.
Rather, it is mainly about the scattering of the Babylonians, (Cassuto 1964), as I will
discuss in detail later. To emphasize then, the text mentions not linguistic “creation,”
and even linguistic diversity and especially the tower are not thematically central. The
point is: scattering.
The problem is that commentators and critics alike have asked the text to give
more than it offers. A careful reading suggests that the confusion and scattering of
languages are one (Kiuchi, 1999). Moreover, although the typical understanding
considers confusion the cause of scattering, actually cause and result interpretation
may also go beyond what the text says. That is, the text does not clearly assert cause
and effect. Confusion and scattering are simply one. Thus incidentally, cause and effect
renderings of the text could go either way. Westermann (1974, 553) states “those dispersed
over the face of the earth develop different languages and can no longer understand
each other.” In this reading, scattering actually causes the diversity of languages —
and not vice versa: “Let’s confuse their language, so the LORD scattered them.” This
view sees the Babel text poetically summarizing a history of ethnic dispersion and
linguistic diversification — under divine judgement and providence. 
In any case, the above paragraph thoroughly hamstrings Pennock’s already
impaired idea that the Babel Story denies the scientific principle of language change.
Figure 1: Myths and Misconceptions about the Story of Babel
1. The Babel Account announces the special creation of diverse languages. (Pennock, 1999,
120–125)
2. Contradicting linguistic fact, Babel denies the principle of language change. (Pennock, 1999,
120–125)
3. Babel suggests language “change is a consequence of human arrogance” (Crystal, 1997, 335).
4. The Story of Babel suggests linguistic diversity is bad–the result of a divine curse. (Aitchison
1996, 30)
5. The Babel Story implies that a fixed linguistic system is better than an adaptive one. (Aitchison
1996, 29)
6. Concern over events in the story, including the one language issue, is fully irrational. (Van
Eck, 1998)
7. Changes in Babel interpretations through the centuries are retreats from the relentless
manifest destiny of science (White 1896, Pennock 1999).
First Pennock and others commit the hermeneutical muff of anachronistically asking
the ancient author a question that he did not consider. That would be like saying: “Hey
Moses, what is your view of lexical diffusion in historical linguistics?” when Moses would
have never heard of the technical term lexical diffusion. Nevertheless, Pennock’s poorly
timed, confused, and superficial understanding of Babel forces him to miss the most
basic point: the scattering and confusing of languages. This is hardly a denial of language
change. Moreover, although modern scientific questions were not in the mind of the
ancient writer, it is ironic and sardonic (especially for Pennock) that one interpretation
of Babel may even foreshadow some of the principles of historical linguistics. That is,
“when people move away from each other, their language will diverge” (Crystal 1997).
In addition, the comments that (again anachronistic) that the story suggests a fixed
linguistic system is better than an adaptive one, that linguistic diversity is bad, (Aitchison
1996), resulting solely from human arrogance (Crystal 1997) simply do not relate to
what it says. Such stray dog interpretations seem to stem from commentator speculation
or from a breakdown in Grice’s “cooperative principle.1” I call this breakdown the
“uncooperative principle” which occurs when a reader assumes what the writer says is
irrelevant or uninformative. This also is breaks the “assumption principle,” (the first
thing I learned in college): “Don’t assume anything because this makes an ‘ass’ out of
‘you’ and ‘me.’” Nevertheless, as I will demonstrate later, using the cooperative principle
we can easily understand the dispersion as not only punitive, but also protective and
therefore positive, and this sheds a different light on the sense and motive of the text.
The next misplaced impression relates to the alleged irrationality of concern over
the events in the story, including the “one language” issue (Van Eck, 1998). This voice
impugns the main character of this story for whining and whimpering. “Oh no the
tower is too high! The people all speak one language. They’ll be too powerful for me.”
This approach of course fails to employ the cooperative principle, which on the contrary,
might move the reader to ask: “What strivings of nations might possibly motivate the
Hebrew writer to interpret Babel events as so influenced by Sovereign Providence?” This
question produces many more helpful insights about this story, its relation to language
and the human condition than the flat, flatulent, and forced incubations of Van Eck. In
addition, these insights, which follow the inklings of the cooperative principle, will
form the main thrust of the last section of this paper.
However, before beginning that last section, it is important to deal with the most
significant fuzzy reflections about the Babel Story. That is, changes in Babel interpretations
through the centuries are retreats from the relentless manifest destiny of science. This
idea appears in the now discredited The History of the Warfare of Science with Theology,
by Andrew White (1896), and is parroted by Pennock (1999). Now although some
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speculations of the meaning of Babel have changed with the increase of knowledge, the
amusing thing is that the story itself has not changed in thousands of years! Thus, if
some theologians have retreated from their Babel-conjectures (the idea, for example, that
Hebrew was the first language,) it is because they were highly hypothetical and had
not much to do with the story itself. Moreover, those who hold Babel commentators
accountable for revisions need also to hold their disciplines to the same standards, for
the history of science — thankfully as a matter of policy — is full of revisions from
some pretty preposterous hypotheses. For example, the now forsaken theories regarding
flat-earth, motionless-light, weightless-air, bleeding the sick, and the Nebraska Man
fossil (which was a pig’s tooth) are scientific revisions of problems that do not stem
from theological or teleological premises.
Poetic License and Justice Renewed
In short, critics and commentators have often imposed inappropriate standards on
the Babel text, forcing it to answer questions that it does not ask. These impositions
coerced the text to speak where it was silent, and thus helped bring the dialog between
science and religion on this topic into awkward and unfruitful exchanges. A more
helpful approach for commentators might be a “theology of silence,” that is, not to
speculate where scripture is silent, and to follow Augustine’s ancient but amazingly
appropriate admonition2. He states that it is a shame for commentators to talk “nonsense
on these topics” and make “utterly foolish and obviously untrue statements” which
cause people…[to] think our sacred writers held such opinions. These “foolish opinions”
force the dialog between science and faith into the twilight zone of inanity. Thus, it
would be better for these commentators to contemplate the implications of scripture in
modern contexts without mechanically and speculatively answering questions that
ancients did not even consider. Not that we should avoid considering modern questions
in light of ancient texts like scripture, but that we should contemplate them without
foisting anachronistic, spurious, and graceless interpretations up the texts. Moreover,
for those who poke fun in “chronological snobbery” (Lewis, 1955) at the Babel Story, it
might be appropriate to use the “cooperative principle” and not assume that simply
because a text is old that it is extraneous or asinine.
Conversely, when one assumes the “cooperative principle” regarding the Babel
Story, a number of positive insights emerge. First, when one considers the social, political,
religious, and artistic milieu of the text, it takes on a richer sense. In particular, the
poetic and artistic elements are interesting. The eminent commentator Cassuto (1964)
indicates the text is a poetic, satirical, and polemical protest against the social evils
and ideologies of nations neighboring the Hebrews. Moreover, Cassuto places the text
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squarely in the genre of poetry as it employs numerous literary devices, which are of
course, lost in translation. These devices include: two paragraphs in antithetic parallel
form and content3, a melodic leitmotif throughout the text using the Hebrew letters,
“Beth, Lamedh, and Nun,” extended use of alliteration, examples of pun, word play,
etc. Besides this artistic focus, Cassuto correctly clarifies that the poem is not mainly
about the tower, nor even primarily about linguistic origins, but mainly about the
dispersion of a powerful nation. With this in mind, a new title for the text may be in
order, e.g.: The Poem of Babel Scattered.
I have taken some artistic license to poetically expand upon the text, not only to
show what it might look like poetically, but also to bring out other insights that we
often loose in more wooden, stretched, or artless interpretations. Hence, here is my
interpretive version of the poem — as a poetic cry for justice.
The whole world was of one word,
Speaking the same speech,
The totalitarian tongue
Of the oppressor
The dialect of the despotic
And so as things progressed
As they sojourned from the east,
They found a plain
Another place to dominate
With their wily ways and words
Moving in on the simple soil of Shinar,
And in mumbled manifest destiny
They dwelt there.
And they babbled over to each other
Come on; let’s bake up some bricks,
And burn them best we can
And they just had brick for stone,
And only asphalt for mortar
Tinker toy technology
For their pretentious plans
“Our skyscrapers made of sand
Will weather the winds of time!”
And they said, come on,
Let us stir up for ourselves a city
And a tower of power,
Topping up to the heavens;
Babylon will bring us on
Getting us to the gates of gods
Let's take the title
And do the dynastic deed
Lest we be scattered and divided
Over the face of the whole earth.
And The Most High came down on low
To see the city and the tiny tower 
Which the little children of men had built.
And The True One chided,
Look the people is one,
They reign with one language,
Dictating delusive dominion
And now in their undue union
They will be unhindered and unbridled
In all they wish to undo
So come, let us go down
To their condescension
And there confound their fusion
And confuse their communication,
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The Poem of Babel Scattered and its Relevance Today
Besides the historical and social relevance that emanates from a poetic interpretation
like that above, the Babel Story implies other relevant insights for modern readers. In
his sharp and witty book, The Language Instinct, Steven Pinker says: “A common
language connects the members of a community into an information-sharing network
with formidable collective powers. Anyone can benefit from the strokes of genius,
lucky accidents, and trial and error wisdom accumulated by anyone else, present or
past.” (1994, 16). In a later chapter on the diversity of human language, Pinker refers
again to the idea of “common language” as mentioned in the Babel Poem. However, he
fails to mention the strong connection between the diversity of human speech versus
the power that language, let alone a common language bestows upon the humans who
speak, promote, or enforce it. In one sense then, the Verses of Babel may very well be
one of the first documented critiques about language planning, socio-lingual engineering,
and linguistic imperialism.
Moreover, as Pinker says, common speech is a convenient and powerful means to
unite and enable people to share information, but such proficiencies also produce
paradoxes and contradictions. The power to communicate does not necessarily improve
the quality of life. We express our manners, values, and morals — good or bad — through
our ability to communicate. Humans have the power to communicate invective or
peace. Words can be extremely effective vehicles of love or hate. Moreover, the power
Descending with division
Upon their racist vision
Releasing aphasic retribution
Upon their rapacious prose of poison
That they may not comprehend
One another's speech,
That they may not spoil nor scorch
The earth or squelch its peoples
So the Sovereign One scattered them
Over the face of the whole earth.
And they failed to finish the city.
Therefore, we mock this Babel,
This clamor of confusion,
For Babylon became
Not the highway up to heaven
But the dirt road toward dereliction
Because the Sovereign Creator
Confounded them and their words
Which wielded the whole world
In the whip of unwise miseducation
Yet in wisdom, He wrestled the weak
From their vice grip and lip
And so diverse tongues
Toned the praises of Providence,
For protections of deliverance
Singing satire and parody of
Bungled Babel pretense
For the Sovereign LORD scattered them 
Over the face of the whole earth
to communicate allows us to pass on all kinds of information: for construction or
destruction, medicine or weapons.
The assumption implicit in the Babel account is that sin (allegedly the only
empirically demonstrable Judeo-Christian doctrine) influences our power to communicate.
The more effectively we can transmit learning through language, the more power we
have to use that learning for good or for evil. Depending on the moral bent of the
communicator, enhanced communication may expedite evil or good. Thus, more power
to communicate also brings with it greater moral responsibility--on a personal and
global level. Moreover, the Babel Poem indirectly implies that we cannot be so easily
trusted with this power. Hence, we see that verbal abuse is not a new phenomenon.
Further, this poem reminds us to reflect on the problems that occur when a powerful,
large, and united speech community “verbally abuses” less powerful, smaller, or less-
united speech groups. The results are varied: French laws limiting the use of English;
political and economic decisions causing linguistic discrimination, language death, or
even ethnic cleansing.
This is our world today, but it also sounds like Babel. Our ability to communicate
with our resultant technologies (including our power to destroy the world many times
over) has done, is doing, and will continue to do great damage to our planet and its
peoples. The examples abound of lives blest or lost due to the power men have accessed
and used through the awesome wonder of language. Thus, the Babel Story reminds us
of the seriousness of the linguistic and language teaching enterprise. Those of us
teaching English (or other languages of power) need to remember we promote the
language of nuclear energy and weapons, the language of multi-national industry and
finance — enterprises often unconcerned about environmental and moral issues. That
is, teachers of languages of power need to be aware of the political, social, and moral
issues related to their work. Thus, the Babel Poem can remind us of a higher calling in
our vocation as linguists, that besides our duty for advancing linguistic technology
and education, we need to reflect on the ethical ramifications of our labor, because
language is moral stuff.
Conclusion
In sum, commentators and critics alike have misunderstood and misused the
Babel Poem. However, using the cooperative principle, we can see the ancient Hebrews
may have something pertinent and pithy to say about social and linguistic hegemony.
Moreover, the cooperative principle helps us to understand the writer’s inclination to
see Sovereign Providence moving in the history of nations — in this case in the scattering
of peoples and the diversification of languages. However, the text does not require its
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readers to come up with hocus pocus, magical, or lunatic fringe ideas about language
and culture. In particular, the cooperative principle helps us to dig deeper and see the
poetic, artistic, social, and political value of the poem. When we really study it, it
makes sense. In short then, I have endeavored to mediate light (and not so much heat)
in the dialog between science and theology regarding language and the Babel Poem, so
that those of us involved in the discussion can offer more accurate and careful scholarship
to the communities of learning we serve.
Lastly, and most importantly, the inference from the Babel Account is that there is
an answer to the problem of unchecked social and linguistic power — an answer that
goes beyond scattering and confusing speech at Babel to uniting hearts and minds at
Pentecost. This answer goes deeper than the aforementioned ethical considerations
that impinge upon linguists and language educators. It is a distinctly Christian answer,
but it is still an answer that deserves consideration in the free market of solutions to
the common problems concurrent on those who share information through language.
And this answer is the one found in the code of Genesis; the code of the Creator who
created and cares for life, and who made and speaks meaning into the diverse languages
of common people. And this answer is also in the Word of the Creator become Redeemer
in Jesus Christ who died and rose from the dead to unite the spiritually scattered people
of the world — in a common life of love and common language of peace. This answer
is an antidote to the moral disease that infects the power of language so that it can be
healed for the transmission of information that will be of true benefit for the world, its
environment, and its peoples. 
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Endnotes
1 The “cooperative principle” is a term coined by philosopher Paul Grice. It refers to the “basic
expectation that participants in informational exchanges will co-operate with one another by
contributing appropriately and in a timely manner to the conversation” (Kramsch 1998).
This means that we expect people to be “informative, truthful, relevant, clear, unambiguous,
brief, and orderly” (Pinker 1994, 228). When trust does not exist, however, interlocutors may
expect each other to be uninformative, untruthful, irrelevant, unclear, ambiguous, verbose,
and un-orderly — even when they actually are keeping the cooperative principle. Thus, the
negative expectation wins over the actual keeping of the principle.
2 The passage is from De Genesi ad litteram libri duodecim (The Literal Meaning of Genesis),
AD 401–415, translated by John Hammond Taylor, 1982 in Ancient Christian Writers: the
works of the Fathers in translation, v. 41 (New York: Newman Press).
“Usually, even a non-Christian knows something about the earth, the heavens, and the other
elements of this world, about the motion and orbit of the stars and even their size and relative
positions, about the predictable eclipses of the sun and moon, the cycles of the years and the
seasons, about the kinds of animals, shrubs, stones, and so forth, and this knowledge he hold
to as being certain from reason and experience. Now, it is a disgraceful and dangerous thing
for an infidel to hear a Christian, presumably giving the meaning of Holy Scripture, talking
nonsense on these topics; and we should take all means to prevent such an embarrassing
situation, in which people show up vast ignorance in a Christian and laugh it to scorn. The
shame is not so much that an ignorant individual is derided, but that people outside the
household of faith think our sacred writers held such opinions, and, to the great loss of those
for whose salvation we toil, the writers of our Scripture are criticized and rejected as unlearned
men. If they find a Christian mistaken in a field which they themselves know well and hear
him maintaining his foolish opinions about our books, how are they going to believe those
books in matters concerning the resurrection of the dead, the hope of eternal life, and the
kingdom of heaven, when they think their pages are full of falsehoods and on facts which
they themselves have learnt from experience and the light of reason? Reckless and incompetent
expounders of Holy Scripture bring untold trouble and sorrow on their wiser brethren when
they are caught in one of their mischievous false opinions and are taken to task by those who
are not bound by the authority of our sacred books. For then, to defend their utterly foolish
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and obviously untrue statements, they will try to call upon Holy Scripture for proof and even
recite from memory many passages which they think support their position, although they
understand neither what they say nor the things about which they make assertion. [1 Timothy
1.7]”
3 Here are two visual depictions of the antithetical form and content of the Babel Poem.
1. Now the whole world had one language and a common speech.
2. As men moved eastward, they found a plain in Shinar and settled there.
3. They said to each other, “Come, let’s make bricks and bake them thoroughly.”
They used brick instead of stone, and bitumen for mortar.
4. Then they said, “Come, let us build ourselves a city, with a tower that
reaches to the heavens, so that we may make a name for ourselves and not
be scattered over the face of the whole earth.”
5. But the LORD came down to see the city and the tower that the men
were building.
6. The LORD said, “If as one people speaking the same language they have
begun to do this, then nothing they plan to do will be impossible for them.
7. Come, let us go down and confuse their language so they will not understand
each other.”
8. So the LORD scattered them from there over all the earth, and they stopped building
the city.
9. That is why it was called Babel — because there the LORD confused the language of the
whole world. From there the LORD scattered them over the face of the whole earth.
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Antithetic Parallels in the Babel Poem in Form and Content
1. whole world…one language 9. confused language…whole world.
2. settled there… 8. scattered over all the earth…
3. They said to each other… Come, let us bake bricks… 7. not understand each other… Come, let us go down…
4. Then they said… 6. The Lord said…
〔日本語要約〕
『バベルの塔』の誤解を解く
ジョセフ・Ｗ・ポーシャック
創世記のバベルの塔の話は，ユダヤ教・キリスト教界のみならず世間一般に
おいても良く知られている。しかしながら，一般的なレベルにおいては，多く
の信仰をもつ注解者たちが，聖書の言わんとすることを読み取ろうとするあま
り，実際には書かれていないことまで聖書が述べているかのように注釈してし
まっている。さらに言語学者を含む一般の学者にいたっては，バベルの塔の物
語など古代の意味のない作り話と片づけてしまい，この物語に含まれている洞
察や機知には気づかずじまいである。とはいえ，注意深くこの聖書箇所を読む
ことにより，バベルの塔に関する現代の論及において見落とされがちな，詩の
形式による正義に関する宣言，かつ又，鋭い社会的，霊的な論評を見出すこと
ができる。
[Abstract in English]
Missing the Message of Babel: Dismantling Misconceptions
Joseph W. Poulshock
The Genesis Babel story is well known around the world in both Judeo-Christian
and secular contexts. Yet at a popular level, many religious commentators have often
tried to read too much into the text and thus make it say more than it actually does.
Moreover, many secular scholars, including linguists, have often dismissed the story as
ancient nonsense, thus failing to notice the insight and wit that the story possesses.
Nevertheless a careful reading of the text reveals a poetic proclamation of justice and a
sharp social and spiritual commentary that we often miss in modern references to the
tower of Babel.
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